FULL VERSION
Through our unique, diverse, curated font platform, TypeTogether creates innovative and stylish solutions to the greatest problems in the professional typography market.
The foundry Veronika Burian and José Scaglione met and developed a respectful kinship while completing their Master’s degrees in type design at University of Reading, UK. Established in 2006, TypeTogether is an independent, cosmopolitan type foundry that creates text typography for intensive digital and print editorial use. We have grown into a core team living worldwide and invested in the daily work, networked with other type designers who intermittently cooperate on specific projects.
Custom type To carry an organisation’s unique voice across all communications, TypeTogether creates custom type solutions for discerning clients worldwide. Distinct advantages in your market can be gained through logotype creation, commissioning a brand new typeface, modifying existing typefaces, or extending language support. Contact us to find out how.
Education Convinced that education and encouragement are great ways to put good into the world, TypeTogether takes an active, educational role in the type community. Our annual Typeface Publishing Incentive Program provides mentorship and support to one promising type design graduate as they publish their first type family. Beyond their regular duties, José has served on the ATypI board since 2007 and as president since 2013, and Veronika is a founding member of the alphabettes.org network and part of its mentorship program. We are dedicated to educating and encouraging those around us through conferences and workshops, as a teacher or mentor, and with ongoing research and published materials.
Awards TypeTogether creates cross-platform OpenType fonts of recognised aesthetic and technical excellence and which perform well in continuous reading. Our internationally awarded catalogue — honoured for its high quality, usefulness, personality, and ability to grab attention — spans many languages and scripts and is diligently expanding each year.
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SHORT VERSION
TypeTogether is an independent type foundry that creates fonts for intensive digital and print editorial use. Since discerning corporate clients often require custom type solutions, we also create custom font families to provide distinct advantages for their brand worldwide. Past clients include Apple, Google, Levi’s, NRK Norwegian TV, Perú, and Twinkl. Our internationally awarded catalogue — honoured for its high quality, usefulness, personality, and ability to grab attention — spans many languages and scripts and is diligently expanding each year.
Through our unique, diverse, curated font platform, TypeTogether creates innovative and stylish solutions to the greatest problems in the professional typography market. 



